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a b s t r a c t

The morphogenetic design process of networking patterns produces anisotropic structural systems that
can offer generative solutions for custom design applications. As an example of this type of pattern
application, the leaf venation algorithm is introduced that can be customized through parametric
inputs and density maps. This method is extended onto mesh surfaces incorporating multiple software
applications combining aspects of parametric design, optimization and digital fabrication. The dynamic
workflow is presented using a case study project titled ‘‘Calyx,’’ a public artwork completed using
the computational tools developed as part of the research. The networking structural pattern of the
sculpture yielded to the development of a geometry optimization process that allowed the digital
fabrication of planarized structural members. The technical aspects of the design development and
post-rationalization process for the construction of leaf venations patterns are discussed.

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recent developments in computational design applications
ave provided novel ways to integrate parametric design, op-
imization and fabrication of advanced structural products for
rchitects, engineers and computational designers [1–3]. One
f the key factors that characterize the internal workflow of
his generative design process is the parametric variability of
re-established criteria that can be based on various structural,
eometric, financial and aesthetic performances [4]. These param-
ters can be explored within two common methodologies that
ither continually transforms the generated outcome towards
desired threshold by recursively optimizing a single configu-

ation [1], or the designer explores a population of randomly
enerated results that can satisfy different performance criteria
or a myriad of selective and adaptive purposes [5]. In both cases,
esigners and engineers are often tasked with developing custom
omputational tools that are required for the transfer of data
etween software [3], developing parametric design iterations [6]
nd transforming geometry for various post-rationalization and
abrication processes [7].

An emerging aspect of generative design is the interactive
se of multi-agent-based systems that can dynamically integrate
arious performance criteria or data to guide design output to-
ards the desired configuration [8]. In this domain, generative
pproaches are either tested on standardized forms and surfaces
r parametric component groups are transformed to find the
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010-4485/© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
right configurations that meet design requirements. For instance,
if a parametric surface system defines the overall boundary or
topology of design, then the isomorphic continuity of parts can be
modified by the local transformation of geometry to meet various
performance or fabrication criteria [9,10]. However, integrating
the evaluated data back into the input as a feedback loop requires
data transfer and optimization protocols since the input and
output are reciprocally affected [8]. In contrast to parametric
systems, generative applications often require pre-determined
performance or geometry constraints to guide the outcome of
the application [11]. To manipulate the dynamic interactions of
an agent-based application, designers often use underlying iso-
morphic geometric inputs or data to control the behaviour of the
system. In the case of parametric applications, the optimization
and performance integration appears as an afterthought, whereas
in the case of generative design, the data and input drive the
design thought process [12].

In this paper, an example of a generative design application
workflow and case study will be presented discussing the inte-
grated use of geometry optimization on parametrically generated
leaf venation patterned structural networks. This approach will
be presented under the multi-disciplinary term ‘‘morphogenesis’’
which extends computational growth algorithms that are devel-
oped for the simulation of natural systems to a biomimetic design
and construction domain [2,13,14]. In this perspective, a gener-
ative algorithm that can simulate the growth and distribution
of leaf venation will be discussed that can achieve anastomotic
pattern connections between growing agent trajectories [12]. This

process enables parametric control for the emergent behaviour
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f self-organizing structural patterns while the resulting con-
inuous networking patterns require computer-aided problem-
olving protocols for design applications Mert Müldür. As a case
tudy, a public artwork ‘‘Calyx’’ will be presented as a struc-
ural application of the algorithm on a hyperbolic surface while
iscussing the encountered issues of geometry optimization and
ost-rationalization for fabrication requirements.

. Background

The digital turn has brought a myriad of computational tools
o support the design and development of complex project work-
lows within the field of architecture and engineering [15]. As
he number of technology tools has increased dramatically over
he past decade, the data transfer between these programs has
rought new integration problems [8]. Some of the most common
ssues that inter-disciplinary workflows face are the requirement
f additional software that can provide efficient transfer of ge-
metry and data simultaneously between programs offering a
ore robust integration for workflow efficiency. An early ex-
mple of this problem resulted in the use of XML to transfer
ata between generative components and other design devel-
pment software that was tested on stadium roof models as
n application of parametric design [9]. More recently, design-
rs started developing their own custom parametric design and
ata transfer tools to integrate multi-layered design criteria or
atisfy various optimization objectives. Gerber et al. show the
fficient use of a new prototype tool (HDS Beagle) that integrates
arametric coordination between design, energy and finance to
chieve multi-objective optimization [8]. Recent developments
n machine learning have opened up the possibility to embed
utomated feedback mechanisms within the design development
hase that can iterate through various optimization protocols [5].
s designers are becoming more competent programmers and
omplex problem solvers, new tools on data transfer and de-
ign workflow management are being introduced that outline an
xciting avenue for computational research [1,3].
An emerging approach for the integration of various

erformative data during design generation is defined as ‘‘mor-
hogenesis’’ which operates using multi-agent systems or gener-
tive algorithms that aim to satisfy various pre-defined design
r fabrication criteria [13,16,17]. As a trans-disciplinary term,
orphogenesis combines computation with biology by providing

he exploration of performance integrated solutions and work-
lows for various generative design tasks [16,17]. Rather than
efining an abstract or generic optimization procedure for form-
inding, with this methodology designers can transfer biomimetic
rinciples of form for the geometric description, distribution and
iscretization of parts [2]. Morphogenetic systems utilize simula-
ions, parametric models, generative algorithms, and agent-based
ystems while integrating various structural, fabrication, con-
truction related criteria for the parametric behaviour of parts to
chieve optimal solutions [7,18]. This biomimetic process also ex-
ends the notion of self-organization in organic systems opening
p the possibility of multiple feedback mechanisms to transform
esign and fabrication development [13].
In many contemporary architectural and art projects, com-

utational geometry, digital fabrication and rationalization are
ecoming intertwined to achieve more integrated solutions to
atisfy project delivery constraints [2,6,19]. Austern et al. have re-
iewed diverse rationalization and digital fabrication techniques
n the fields of design and engineering while outlining the grow-
ng popularity and significance of parametric workflows and
ptimization criteria brought from materiality, fabrication and
onstruction [1]. Parametric systems have become a popular
venue for post-rationalization and optimization protocols where
2

design variations are evaluated using simulations and analysis to
find viable solutions [20]. Post-rationalization is often considered
during fabrication where geometry optimization is performed
by computational tools to model how material properties con-
strain the geometrical configuration, manufacture, or assembly
of parts [21]. An example of such geometry optimization proto-
col shows how the structural configuration of free-form, multi-
layered architectural envelope systems could be achieved by
computationally manipulating parallel mesh geometry that can
provide an optimized beam layout with torsion-free nodes while
presenting some limitations on finding the optimal result when
the input mesh geometry is not appropriately chosen [22]. A
similar application in the use of curved grid-shells presents the
implication of material limitation on the design geometry follow-
ing a similar process to the construction of Mannheim Multihalle
by Frei Otto [6]. These approaches show that fabrication and ma-
teriality plays a key role in how the post-rationalization of design
can be guided towards an achievable goal using computational
tools.

Another area where design and fabrication integration re-
quires computational workflow and tool development occurs
in post-rationalization and optimization of generated geometric
solutions [23]. Tepavcevic et al. presented an example in the
transformation of free-form structures to planar components that
could be used to build thin shell plywood structures based on
friction-fit assembly procedure [19]. Mesnil et al. showed the
generative use of cyclidic nets on super-canal surfaces that sim-
plify gridshell structure geometries with planar curvature lines
such as circular arcs or biarcs for form-finding [7]. A similar
application in the field of architectural envelopes shows the
generative placement of circular beams that can be covered
with flat quads [24]. Using three design cases, Scheurer et al.
highlighted the overwhelming complexity of handling design de-
cisions with multiple objectives where optimizing everything can
lead to chaos compared to emergent patterns [25]. Gerber et al.
showed the potential use of an interactive framework of a multi-
agent system (MAS) where designers can effectively explore their
design space with informed results [8]. As the field of design
and construction are becoming more integrated with technology,
computational designers are being tasked with the development
of new tools that can address various technical problems that
emerge through dynamic project delivery workflows.

3. Morphogenesis

As a trans-disciplinary term, morphogenesis describes the ex-
tension of biological principles and growth mechanisms to the
investigation and implementation of performative-material or
generative-computational systems for various form-finding pro-
cesses in design [4,13,16,25]. The translation of biological con-
cepts is often implemented as agent-based algorithms that can
mimic the behaviour of natural growth or behaviour by dynami-
cally interacting, transforming and evolving geometric configura-
tions of the structural form [25]. In architecture, morphogenesis
has been investigated under computation, materiality and fab-
rication technologies to both define dynamic process-oriented
form-finding strategies for generating structural configurations of
form, and material strategies that are affected by selected perfor-
mance criteria that meet certain fabrication restrictions or ma-
terial behaviour [13,17]. With this perspective, designers utilize
parametric software and programming tools to define generative
workflows inspired by biological processes for the parametric
investigation of a potential solution space to find forms that sat-
isfy predefined performative criteria [25]. In recent years, these
computational systems have been implemented and tested using
requirements from robotic fabrication constraints [2] organic ma-
terial behaviour such as the transformative capacity of wood [16],
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Fig. 1. Example of a reticulate leaf venation showing the hierarchical
distribution of veins responsible for transportation of nutrients during growth.
Source: Photo by Reinhold Möller, source: Wikipedia, licensed under creative
commons.

construction and assembly logic [24], and digital exploration and
documentation of parametric design iterations [5].

In recent years, a viable source for the implementation of mor-
phogenetic systems in design has been botany due to the parts to
the whole relationship of plants and interest in the exploration of
growth mechanisms as an organic design approach [12,18]. The
natural growth algorithms have been primarily explored within
computer graphics with the early development of L-systems that
propose a grammar-based substitution for self-replicating parts
within a hierarchical graph [26]. In architecture, biomimicry has
combined biology, computation, fabrication and design compre-
hensively to integrate data-driven protocols for various perfor-
mative applications [4,12,16]. Compared to parametric design
applications and engineering-based member distribution compu-
tation strategies, in biomimetic approaches, architectural geom-
etry is developed through simulation for the determination of
performative aspects of structural members. An example of this
approach is the leaf venation algorithm that offers self-organizing
and emergent properties for the geometric configuration of parts
within a generative structural network [12]. Compared to other
surface driven pattern-based approaches, the leaf venation sys-
tem offers anisotropic and dynamic patterns while producing
continuity and hierarchy within node networks that label it as
a viable candidate for various structural applications [11,27].

3.1. Morphogenesis of leaf venation

The development of leaf venation patterns is directly corre-
lated with the growth of the leaf blade shape that is characterized
by the growth tensor field [28]. This tensor field can be de-
scribed according to the location and rate of growth distributed
along the leaf blade outline. The expansion of the leaf blade
can be solely along the margin or distributed throughout the
surface (diffused). In diffused cases, the rate of expansion can
be isotropic (equal) or anisotropic (unequal) while growth tensor
can be uniform or non-uniform [12,28,29]. The growth tensor
field is also transformed by the vascular development of the leaf
that both structurally supports and carries nutrients throughout
the form. In leaves, the cellular distribution and concentration of
growth hormone auxin are responsible for guiding the structural
transformation of vascular tissue in plants during growth [30].
Auxin is spawned around the leaf blade boundary and presents
changing chemical concentrations among adjacent cells. During

growth, this hormone begins to be depleted and transported

3

by cells causing some of them to be transformed into vascular
tissue to become a better pathway for rapid flow of nutrients.
This ‘‘canalization hypothesis’’ suggests that as the leaf grows the
temporal modification of auxin affects how the accumulation of
veins takes place, affecting both the overall topology of leaf form
and structural configuration of nutrition carrying veins [30]. The
cellular differentiation within plants is highly dependent on the
activity, concentration and distribution of auxin that is informed
by the polarity of cells, affecting the structural transformation
of leaf tissue into vascular strands [31]. Auxin not only guides
the transportation capacity of cells through canalization by fixing
polarity but also causes structural differentiation for the develop-
ment of the leaf. Furthermore, the temporal distribution of auxin
plays a key role in the overall structural patterning and develop-
ment of leaf venation that marks the hierarchical placement and
structural thickening of veins that become a better network for
fluid transportation (Fig. 1).

3.2. Computation of two-dimensional leaf venation patterns

In this section, an algorithm based on the ‘‘canalization’’
hypothesis using auxin distribution will be described that exhibits
various performative aspects combining morphogenetic patterns
with geometric parameters [30]. This investigation will be intro-
duced and explored in two steps. In the first step, the general
outline of the leaf venation algorithm developed by Runions
et al. is described on a general surface that is implemented
using custom gradient maps that can give control over the den-
sity of the generated anisotropic patterns [12]. In the second
part, the two-dimensional algorithm is extended onto parametric
surfaces to test its emergent structural networking properties.
This application offers control over the emergent parametric be-
haviour of leaf venation using gradient maps [32] while the
geometric distribution of parts is implemented as a recursive al-
gorithm [33]. This approach advances early generative work that
is limited in its geometric solution for anastomotic joints where
the structural configuration of the networking pattern is thick-
ened hierarchically for visualization purposes [11]. In this work,
the same approach is further developed with computer-aided de-
sign workflow and geometry optimization protocols to transform
anisotropic network patterns on mesh surfaces into thickened flat
panels that can be fabricated for various architectural applica-
tions. After the general introduction of the generative workflow,
the geometrical challenges presented by anisotropic structural
patterns will be discussed using a case study where various
computational geometry optimization protocols are established.

Runions et al. introduced the overall outline of the leaf ve-
nation algorithm discussing the robust geometric characteristics
and recursive steps using a topologically enlarging leaf blade
shape [12]. The computational implementation of the algorithm is
developed in Processing, where the auxin sources are distributed
on a region using Poisson disk sampling (PDS) [34] which are
targeted by growing leaf nodes that could be placed arbitrarily.
A modification to the original algorithm is the implementation
of gradient maps that control the densities of the auxin sources
(Fig. 2). In PDS, the sampling distances of the points are con-
trolled by reading the alpha channel of the gradient map that
corresponds with the surface space of the simulation (Fig. 2a).
Darker regions assign smaller values for disk sampling radius,
while in lighter areas the radii are kept large, interpolating values
between low and high threshold radii. The usage of gradient
maps gives some control over the density distribution of the
continuous pattern, however, does not directly override the self-
organizing behaviour of the generative algorithm (Fig. 2b). With
this input, the density and distribution of leaf venations can be
controlled that open up the possibility of various performative
design applications (Fig. 2c).
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Fig. 2. The workflow of customized leaf venation algorithm in two dimensions with different densities.
Fig. 3. Algorithmic progression of the leaf venation algorithm in two dimensions developed after Runions et al. [13]. Leaf nodes are marked as black, auxin sources
are light grey. Growth directions are shown with black arrows. Target allocations are shown with dashed lines.
After the auxin sources for the venation algorithm are placed
y the PDS using gradient input, the next steps for the imple-
entation of the leaf venation algorithm on a two-dimensional
urface (Fig. 3) occur in the following steps:

a. The root nodes for leaf venation growth are specified,
b. At each time step all the auxin sources are traversed and

for each leaf node, the closest auxin sources are added as
targets. All leaf nodes with active targets are marked as
growing.

c. During simulation, each growing leaf node calculates the
average direction to all targeted auxin sources.

d. A new vein node is added towards average direction The
current node is marked as vascular unless it remains closest
to another auxin source,

e. When a leaf node gets closer to an auxin source (kill dis-
tance), the source is removed from the simulation,

f. The growing nodes without auxin targets are determined,
g. The open nodes without targets acquire their new targets

among non-growing leaf nodes with two connections to
achieve anastomosis.

During the simulation of the venation algorithm, the steps
a–g) are repeated until all the auxin sources are exhausted
nd all open nodes with targets are connected. At each time
tep, the active leaf node connections are thickened to visualize
hierarchical venation pattern. For the algorithm, two sets of
arameters are used. The first parameter, birth distance, defines
he minimum and maximum radii used for PDS that is mapped
nto auxin sources using gradient maps [12,31] (Fig. 2). The
econd parameter, kill distance, controls the threshold for auxin
ource removal (Fig. 3e). If the kill distance is low, the resulting
atterns become more articulated with more leaf nodes acquiring
ore targets. When kill distance is high, the targets are removed
ore frequently and the point density plays less influence on the
merging pattern.
To produce patterns with closed loops, the growing open tips

hat do not have any auxin targets look for the closest leaf node
4

in the direction of their growth (Fig. 3g). These targets are chosen
within an angle threshold and connected in a few steps. The
open growing tips are marked as vascular when they connect to
another leaf node to create a closed-loop in the network. During
this process only 3-legged ‘‘Y’’ joints or 2-legged ‘‘I’’ joints be-
tween leaf nodes are allowed to maintain a leaf venation pattern.
This way the algorithm creates anastomosis among leaf nodes
producing continuous anisotropic patterns reacting to gradually
changing local densities.

Fig. 4 shows the animation sequence of how the anisotropic
pattern is created with morphogenesis. A general property of
the leaf venation algorithm is the graph output of the generated
structural network that is achieved by connecting leaf nodes. The
thicknesses of each node are incremented to visualize a hierarchi-
cal venation pattern over time. The algorithm terminates when all
the growing leaf nodes are either connected to an acquired target
node or cannot find any more sources or targets

3.3. Computation of leaf venation patterns on mesh surfaces

In the next phase, the two-dimensional leaf venation algo-
rithm is extended on a bounded surface domain to develop a
surface patterning strategy that can work on triangulated mesh
surfaces. During this transfer, various surface input geometries
are used to test the behaviour of the three-dimensional applica-
tion of the venation algorithm. A critical aspect of the extension of
the algorithm is that the surface geometry is used as a topological
input that can present a parametric simulation space for the
emergent behaviour of the algorithm. In this regard, the approach
separates surface generation and patterning application while
treating the former as a driver for the latter. The technical aspects
and limitations of this implementation are discussed below.

The extension of the venation algorithm to triangulated mesh
surfaces follows the overall two-dimensional implementation
presented in Fig. 3. In three dimensions, surfaces are first trans-
formed into meshes to be used as guiding geometry for the
algorithm (Fig. 5). On the mesh surface, the PDS of auxin sources
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Fig. 4. Animation sequence of leaf venation algorithm running with custom density distribution (see supplementary video files for 2d tests)..
Fig. 5. Calculation steps of vein growth directions on a mesh surface.
s computed using colour gradients of mesh vertices that deter-
ine high (green) or low (red) values for radii of auxin sources

Fig. 5a). After the placement of auxin sources and determination
f a seed point for growth, the two-dimensional algorithm proto-
ol is applied. To provide computational efficiency, the calculation
f targets for vein nodes is done using Euclidean distances using
distance threshold to filter points that are further apart from
rowing nodes (Fig. 5b). Once the average target direction is
omputed this vector is then projected onto the mesh to guide
rowth on the surface (Fig. 5c).
To control the density of the pattern, and overall attractor-

ased parametrization of the input mesh surface is considered
here the density of point distribution can be controlled (Fig. 5a).
y assigning a colour gradient to each triangle, the auxin sources
re randomly populated on imported meshes in Processing. The
oot nodes for the veins can be placed by the user on any selected
riangle. The algorithm develops a hierarchical structural out-
ome, with earlier nodes growing thicker geometric connections.
n three dimensions, the generation stops when all the auxin
argets are exhausted and open growing nodes with acquired
argets are connected.

Compared to the two-dimensional implementation, when the
imulation is run on meshes, numerous collision detections and
irection optimization routines take place. For instance, the di-
ection calculation from the auxin sources can point towards a
irection away from the surface depending on the locations of
he targets. To prevent this issue two solutions are considered.
irst, the auxin targets can be filtered using a distance threshold
hat ignores points far away from growing nodes. Secondly, the
esulting average growth direction is projected onto the mesh
5

and growth increments are kept below average mesh edge length
(Fig. 5c). This way the main algorithm loop (Fig. 3a–g) runs in the
same fashion and the input mesh informs the overall topology of
the final leaf venation configuration.

In the three-dimensional implementation, the input mesh sur-
face poses restrictions for the geometric modelling of venations
patterns as the auxin target allocation and average direction cal-
culation and vein node sizes can generate geometrical irregulari-
ties. A general shortcoming of the algorithm is the determination
of a step size for how growth advances during simulation. If the
growth increment between leaf nodes increases, then the gener-
ated structure may begin to deviate away from the guiding input
surface or yield to zigzaggy behaviour (Fig. 6a). This irregularity
is encountered on surfaces with high curvature changes where
the algorithm fails to follow input geometry and anastomosis
between growing nodes fails. This can be partially solved by
projecting the average growth directions onto the mesh surface,
however, the surface curvature still acts as a major determinant
for how the venation pattern is generated (Fig. 6b). To avoid
geometric irregularities of the pattern, the guiding geometries can
be either selected from single or low curvature surfaces or growth
increments are kept below surface curvature values to comply
with the emergent behaviour of the venation algorithm. Initial
simulation results show that the venation algorithm is extendable
to three-dimensional mesh surfaces with the thickening of the
venation pattern informed by the hierarchy of the emergent
structure controlled by the custom parametric surface gradient
(Fig. 7).

The extension of the algorithm to mesh surfaces is further
investigated using various surface topologies, custom densities,
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Fig. 6a. Relationship of surface curvature and growth distance of vein nodes.
Surface sections (red) with high curvature values require smaller increments
for growth distance to trace geometry while low or single curvature surfaces
can be traced more efficiently with venation algorithm. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 6b. Computation of average growth directions of veins on a mesh surface
Enlarged from Fig. 5c). The average directions (black arrows) are projected onto
esh surface using mesh normal (green) to calculate growth directions (red).

For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
s referred to the web version of this article.)

eed points and different growth distances to investigate the
ynamic relationship between venation and surface curvature
Fig. 8). The results showed the applicability of custom densities
or branching morphogenesis of venation algorithm, however,
urfaces with high curvature values produced pattern irregular-
ties and collision of growing vein nodes. While the resulting
enation pattern follows the input surface geometry, the algo-
ithm shows emergent behaviour to local curvature and density
hanges when executed on mesh surfaces. This may result in
rroneous venation configuration that may produce zigzaggy be-
aviour (Fig. 8s1), incomplete growth (Fig. 8s1, s3) and incorrect
nastomosis (Fig. 8s2, s3, s4). Furthermore, the thickening of the
enation pattern may produce imperfect connections due to the
udden change of surface normals or node thicknesses that occur
uring anastomosis [11]. This problem is solved in the Section 4.3
here the generated pattern is first refined as a network of lines
6

that are thickened using a post-rationalization protocol for the
emerging two and three legged node connections.

During simulation of the leaf venation algorithm on meshes,
the kill distance is computed using Euclidean distance for sim-
plicity and efficiency. This provides faster computation of targets
during the simulation and since the directions of growth are
projected onto the input mesh surface, consistent venation ge-
ometries are produced. After morphogenesis of the venation, two
sets of geometries are retrieved. The first geometry is the set of
twisted boxes that visualize the growing pattern, and the second
geometry is the line network that connects the nodes. The former
is modelled using twisting boxes that thicken the veins along
the normal inherited from the mesh surface. The profiles used
for thickening are also enlarged hierarchically to visualize the
overall distribution of the emerging structure. The latter polyline
network is used by the post-rationalization protocol to achieve
thickened structural members made of planar surfaces.

4. Case study: Calyx

In this section, we will describe a public artwork project
that was designed using the structural venation algorithm where
the geometry output is further optimized for fabrication. The
project called ‘‘Calyx’’ was developed as an investigation bridg-
ing biology, art, computation and fabrication and funded by the
campus art program of the University of Rochester. The sculp-
ture was developed through collaborations between designers,
structural engineers, digital fabricators, and developers and was
permanently installed at the University of Rochester campus in
summer 2015. The development of the project is an extension of
early research on leaf venation patterns [11] with the integration
of a computer-aided design workflow and post-rationalization
algorithm for the digital fabrication of the sculpture.

4.1. Design development workflow

To develop the sculpture for digital fabrication, an array of
diverse computational tools were used. Fig. 9 shows the over-
all design development workflow diagram that involves digital
and parametric modelling, simulation, finite element analysis,
optimization and custom geometry translation tools [8,20,22,23].
The initial formal development for the structure took place in
Rhinoceros and Grasshopper to prepare a quasi-hyperbolic sur-
face by revolving an arc (W1) around a vertical axis. This surface
is then transformed into a coloured mesh (W2) that is used for
point density mapping as a guide for leaf venation morphogene-
sis. This mesh data including vertices and colours are transferred
into Processing where the leaf venation algorithm is run multiple
times to test the generative capabilities of the algorithm (W3).
Initial morphogenetic experiments showed that the venation al-
gorithm was efficient to produce a network of polyline curves
while yielding to open structural joints where simulation failed to
produce anastomosis. This occurred due to geometric constraints
of either not finding an auxin target or another leaf node to
connect the growing structural elements [12]. After numerous
generative tests, one of the satisfactory results is chosen to be
imported into Rhino, where the polyline connections were re-
duced to fewer nodes to simplify structural elements (W4). A key
factor in the simplification of the structure was the fabrication
requirements. Since the sculpture was to be positioned outdoors,
all parts of the structural network were decided to be fabricated
out of stainless steel sheets with optimal joints and folds, and the
spaces between members needed to allow further welding and
ease of access for assembly operations.

A major challenge we faced during the geometric develop-

ment of the project was the ‘‘thickening’’ or offsetting of the
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Fig. 7. The leaf venation algorithm on a 3d mesh surface showing custom densities. The auxin source distribution is customized using colour gradients that control
he auxin source distribution and branching morphogenesis. Triangle marked in cyan shows the seed point. The red circles show the auxin placement and radii
istribution over mesh (see supplemental material for 3d surface tests). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
he web version of this article.)
olyline structure into planar pieces. This required a computa-
ional approach that first transformed each anisotropic polygon
nto a Delaunay triangle mesh that captures the topology and
onnectivity of polygons (W5) [35]. Simultaneously, the final
olyline pattern (W4) was used for finite element analysis in
atlab (W6) that resulted in hierarchical structural evaluations

esembling leaf vein networks. In the final phase, the structural
hicknesses from Matlab (W6) and the Delaunay triangulation
pecifying the location of anisotropic venation patterns (W5)
ere combined in a custom post-rationalization protocol devel-
ped in Wolfram Mathematica (W7) where the surface normals
f over 200 nodes with 2-legged and 3-legged joints were op-
imized to maintain planarity requirement for thickening of the
tructural panels. The thickening of each node also incorporated
he hierarchical structural thicknesses specified by finite element
nalysis (W6) [22,36]. Finally, the resulting mesh structure was
mported into Rhino/ Grasshopper to model material thicknesses
nd colouration of the sculpture (W8).

.2. Structural feedback

A key factor in describing the material thicknesses for struc-
ural offsets was the structural analysis applied to the final
eometric graph output of the venation pattern using Matlab
Fig. 10). The structural engineer was provided with a line net-
ork of the final venation pattern and this connectivity diagram
as used to calculate the optimal structural solution for the
rtwork that was going to be constructed using stainless steel.
ince the generated structure followed the hierarchical branching
evelopment of leaves, the lower positioned central veins travers-
ng the sculpture geometry required thicker material to support
igher structural loads. Another property of the structural evalu-
tion showed different performance between continuous longer

embers and anastomotic shorter parts that fill in between

7

surfaces, the former acquiring higher loads (red), and the latter
remaining thinner and uniform (yellow). All the outer offsets for
flat panels were directly inherited from the minimum structural
offsets. However, these thicknesses were gradually interpolated
towards the top of the structure to give a continuous geometric
effect while satisfying the minimum structural requirements.

4.3. Post-rationalization and geometry optimization for fabrication

The construction of free-form structures using beam and node
networks for various architectural applications require the im-
plementation of geometry optimization protocols. Using mesh
geometry, the connectivity and thickening of node networks can
be investigated for structural applications. In this domain, various
applications have been developed ranging from mesh parallelism
with edge offset meshes [22], modular standardization and ra-
tionalization of Voronoi based node networks [37] and approxi-
mating edge offsets by constructing planar hexagonal meshes for
freeform surfaces [36]. In line with this research, in this section,
we will describe the geometric problem of designing a network
of planar panels that share common edges. A novelty of the
contribution of this implementation is the parametric thickening
of a non-uniform anisotropic surface pattern with two or three-
legged nodes. Two algorithms for solving the geometric problem
are given: (1) a numerical optimization based on an objective
function, (2) a simple iterative method based on repeated vector
projection [38].

4.3.1. Geometric problem
The input to our method is a polygonalized manifold with

a boundary. For each input edge of a polygon, we construct a
planar quadrilateral (which we will call a ‘‘panel’’) that includes
the input edge, as well as two new adjacent edges that are

contained in the line of intersection between all planes for panels
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Fig. 8. Examples from surface tests showing the dynamic interplay between different surface curvatures and auxin target densities and emerging structural patterns
on a surface. Erroneous configurations of venation are shown using circles in cyan colour where the algorithm generates zigzaggy behaviour (s1), incomplete growth
(s1, s3) and incorrect anastomosis (s2, s3, s4) (see supplementary files for growth animations). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
8
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A
i
o

v

Fig. 9. Calyx sculpture development stages showing geometric transformation and computational tools (W1. Rhinoceros, W2. Grasshopper, W3. Processing, W4.
Rhinoceros, W5. Python, W6. Matlab, W7. Mathematica, W8. Grasshopper).
Fig. 10. Calyx structural member distribution showing the minimum material
thickness and geometry offsets.

incident upon the endpoints of the edge. Fig. 11 shows this
configuration.

Here the panel contains the vertices: vi, vj, v
′

j , v
′

i .
For a panel to be planar it must satisfy this constraint:

n̂ij = d̂i × êij = d̂j × êij

t each vertex, a height hi can be specified. These heights do not
mpact the planarity of the panels, as thus are ignored during the
ptimization.
′
= v + d̂ ∗ h
i i i i

9

Fig. 11. Offset direction calculation for geometry optimization of node network.

In this problem, there are 2 free variables per input vertex and
one constraint equation per edge. Thus, the problem may be over
or under constrained based on the connectivity of the network. If
the network is derived from the edges of a 2D manifold surface, as
described in previous sections, the problem is under-constrained,
and a solution always exists. Similar approaches to this problem
have been previously presented showing mesh offset calculations
using planar quad mesh parallelism for quadrilateral, pentagonal
and hexagonal meshes [22], and using planar hexagonal meshes
with arbitrary shapes [36]. In the approach shown below, an
alternative numerical optimization for vertices with degrees of
two and three on 2D manifold surfaces are introduced that can
be solved by first developing a Delaunay triangulation of the node
network to produce closed triangulated polygons that define the
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onnectivity of the anisotropic pattern [39]. This Delaunay trian-
ulation is directly used for the following numerical optimization
hat stores the connectivity and vertex indices for each panel and
losed polygon shapes of the venation pattern.

.4. Numerical optimization

To find a solution via numerical optimization, we need an
bjective function that encodes the constraints (above) and any
dditional aesthetic criteria. For Calyx, we attempt to match each
o the input surface normal d0i at vi.

We parameterize the free variables as an angle θij per input
dge. This angle specifies a rotation of the initial panel normal
round the input edge.

ij = R(θij, êij) · n0
ij

where R(θ, ê) is the rotation by θ radians around vector, and the
nitial panel normal n0

ij = (d̂0i + d̂0j )/2.

inθij

∑
i,j

(di · n̂ij + dj · n̂ij) + α
∑

i

θi

here the first term penalizes non-planarity, and the second
erm penalizes deviation from the desired input directions. For
alyx we set α = 0.01. To solve this optimization, we use
he FindMinimum routine in Mathematica. This routine takes an
nitial point in the search space (in our case θ = 0) and finds a
ocal minimum. For Calyx this search completes in milliseconds.

.4.1. Iterative method
Though the above solution is efficient, it is not simple to

ntegrate Mathematica into our Rhinoceros
Grasshopper workflow. To provide an integrated design work-

low, we implemented an optimizer in the Python language that
teratively solves for the panel normal [38]. Because this iterative
olution is implemented in pure Python, without external depen-
encies on numerical solver libraries, it is easy to integrate with
hinoceros.
The iterative method is as follows:

1. Initialize per-vertex directions di and panel normals nij.
2. Project each vector di onto its incident panels’ planes nij.
3. Move di towards the average of projections.
4. Reestimate nij as the average of ni × eij and eij × nj.
5. Repeat from step 2, until converged.

otice that this procedure does not parameterize the free vari-
bles as a rotation per edge, but instead operates directly on the
er-vertex directions and panel normals.
This procedure is slower to converge (in wall-clock time) than

he Mathematica solver but produces sufficiently accurate results
n <3 s on the Calyx model. Fig. 12 shows the convergence of the
bjective function with stepSize = 0.5 that was stopped after the
rror was less than 0.01 mm.
In the proposed iterative method the orientation of parts can

e controlled parametrically as planarity constraints for certain
oinery and pieces can be directly input by overriding the panel
ormal (nij). While this override was applied only for the pla-
arity of the bottom pieces that had to be aligned parallel to
he base of the structure for site anchoring, the vertical growing
ranches of the sculpture received their optimized orientation
hrough the iterative method that followed the normal directions
f the input geometry.
10
Fig. 12. Convergence of the objective function for the iterative method with
stepSize = 0.5.

Fig. 13. Discretization of assembly groups for fabrication.

5. Construction and assembly

After the post-rationalization of the sculpture geometry, the
overall form was strategically divided into seven assembly groups
that are fabricated out of flat stainless steel sheets where all
the separate parts were connected using welding (Fig. 13). The
digital fabrication process begins by cutting all the pieces of the
sculpture out of stainless steel sheets and marking them with
numeric tags (Fig. 14). During the fabrication process, all the as-
sembly groups were welded together while separate groups were
held together using clippers before colour coating application
(Fig. 15). This process was coordinated with the fabricator and
the determination of partitions yielded to half-thickness edges
where parts joined. This ensured the overall structural thickness
requirements for the pieces where two halves met on part faces,
as well as maintained the original hierarchical structural config-
uration for the artwork that required a bottom-up construction
and assembly.

After the transportation of the sculpture onto the site, the
central trunk piece was anchored to a foot-thick concrete base
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u
i
e
w

Fig. 14. Planar fabrication of stainless steel parts.
Source: (Photo courtesy of Demiurge LLC).

Fig. 15. Welding process of the sculpture.
Source: Photo courtesy of Demiurge LLC.

Fig. 16. Installation in site.
Source: Photo by Adam
Fenster, University of
Rochester.

sing high tension bolts. All the other pieces were raised and held
n their position using a truck crane where they were joined to
ach other using bolts (Fig. 16). The adjacent edges of the groups
ere fabricated with half of the required material thickness to
11
maintain the hierarchical geometry of the structure. During as-
sembly, the pieces were combined like a jigsaw puzzle, first
positioning opposite pieces, then inserting in-between pieces to
maintain stability and balance.

6. Discussion

The morphogenetic extension of the two-dimensional leaf ve-
nation algorithm onto three-dimensional surfaces presents nu-
merous technical challenges. Related examples of anisotropic pat-
tern applications on manifold surfaces either show a similar
implementation of the algorithm on mesh inputs with single cur-
vature [40] or extension of the algorithm on hyperbolic surfaces
without pattern anastomosis [41]. While it is possible to extend
projection or UV mapping of the two-dimensional pattern onto
mesh surfaces [12], growing emergent structures using three-
dimensional geometric data poses restrictions on the type of
input surfaces used. A strategy that needs to be further inves-
tigated is growing the input geometry simultaneously with the
venation algorithm that requires further technical development
to solve how the boundary and curvature of a growing input
surface might restrict/influence the generation of the anisotropic
structural pattern.

The hyperbolic surface for the venation algorithm is decided
as a sculptural choice after carefully examining the preliminary
test cases. This decision still yielded technical issues in the further
development of the Calyx project as the generated geometry of
the sculpture had to be simplified to produce a seamless node
network. While the geometry optimization for two and three-
legged node networks on 2d manifold surfaces can be achieved
with the described numerical optimization method, this process
requires the transformation of the anisotropic pattern into closed
polygons that can be turned into a Delaunay triangulation to store
adjacency and offset information for vertices [39].

During the design development of Calyx, the geometric chal-
lenges of the venation algorithm were solved with various
computer-aided approaches spanning different software applica-
tions. The biomimetic approach of extending generative venation
patterns for the design of custom structural objects currently
serve for aesthetic pattern making and branching morphogenesis,
while the extension of biomimetic fabrication, construction and
assembly protocols need to be investigated [17]. For Calyx, ex-
tending the biomimicry argument over a hierarchical fabrication
of the structure with calculated increments of material thick-
nesses was not possible, as the material choice for the outdoor
sculpture was stainless steel and the material thickness and costs
were optimized in consideration to the budget of the project. Al-
though the fabrication and geometry optimization requirements
have not been fully integrated into the morphogenetic process
itself, the overall development of the project brought a general
understanding of how anisotropic patterns on manifold surfaces
could be abstracted into node network representations that can
be geometrically optimized for planar fabrication.

7. Conclusion

This paper presented an interdisciplinary approach combining
multi-faceted aspects of design, development, optimization, post-
rationalization and fabrication. The morphogenetic aspects of ve-
nation patterns are investigated using computational tools that
can generate structural networks with aesthetic and performa-
tive potential [4,13,14]. These patterns are explored on manifold
surfaces with custom parametric densities [11] while developing
a computer-aided design workflow and geometry optimization
protocol that can be used for various digital fabrication applica-

tions. The extension of anisotropic patterns on surfaces presented
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Fig. 17. Calyx on campus site.
Source: Photo by Adam Fenster,
University of Rochester.

umerous technical problems since the generated structural net-
ork needed to built out of planar panels. To solve this issue, a
ost-rationalization and optimization protocol is discussed. For
he former, the acquired anisotropic cells are first converted to
mesh by Delaunay triangulation of the overall structural net-
ork [39], before the normals of the mesh vertices are optimized
o maintain the planarity of two-legged and three-legged nodes.
he technical aspects of this algorithm show promise that could
e extended to other complex geometric patterns and node net-
orks with similar connectivity graphs. The main contributions
f the presented work are summarized below:
– Development of a generative application of the venation

lgorithm on mesh surfaces with custom pattern densities
– Development of a geometry optimization protocol for the

odelling of thickened panels derived from anisotropic patterns
n two dimensional manifold surfaces with two or three degrees
f node connectivity
– A computer-aided design workflow integrating various struc-

ural, geometric and fabrication parameters for the design and
roduction of a sculpture
As a case study, Calyx brought numerous challenges within

he domain of digital fabrication, generative design and geometry
ptimization. During the development of the project, the discus-
ions among engineers, fabricators and computational designers
ielded innovative solutions to deliver the sculpture within the
inancial and temporal requirements. A key factor in the success-
ul completion of the project was the development of custom
ranslation and optimization tools in Python and Mathematica.
n Python, the venation patterns were transformed into meshes
hat contained both the cellular connectivity and surface normals.
n Mathematica, this geometry was used to optimize the normal
irections of each linear part to maintain planar connection of
ieces. This post-rationalization process successfully enabled the
lanar fabrication of sculpture parts out of stainless steel.
In an age where interdisciplinarity and technology are becom-

ng more integrated within the domain of design and engineering,
omputational designers are being tasked with exploring the
rontier of developing innovative tools to solve complex prob-
ems. A key factor in the advancement of this domain is the
reative ability for the development of necessary tools that tackle
umerous technical problems encountered during projects. As a
ublic artwork, Calyx brought numerous challenges that required
egotiation and collaboration between different agents during
roject development (Fig. 17). Each separate application that was
sed during the project not only constrained the advancement
12
of the project but also brought technical problems to the table
such as geometry translation, optimization, post-rationalization,
and digital fabrication requirements. Without computation, none
of these aspects could have been tackled. This shows how viable
these tools have become, to not only help communicate but also
to innovate the technical aspects encountered during the project
delivery process.
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